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Women in Leadership

Vanisa Dhiru MNZM (UNESCO New Zealand)
Tuesday 13 July, 12.00 - 1.00 PM (student seminar)
| Alan McDiarmid Building, AM101

Vanisa’s career goal was to be a CEO 
by the age of 30. She did that, and 
more! 

In this session, Vanisa will share her 
leadership journey from university life 
to today, and the transformational 
change she has been part of and led 
within organisations.

https://unesco.org.nz/announcement-of-new-commissioners-for-the-new-zealand-national-commission-of-unesco/


Modern Slavery: Consumerism, Exploitation and 
Transparency

Transparency International New Zealand
Wednesday 14 July, 6.30 - 7.45 PM (public webinar) | Zoom
Register via: https://vuw.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_HLX0A5QAQGy3iLq8d08o_Q

Join us for a panel discussion about combatting 
modern slavery in our region with speakers:

James Bushell (MOTIF)
Becky Kingi(World Vision)
Elise Gordon (WalkFree)
Tod Cooper (TINZ)

Modern slavery is the severe exploitation of other people for personal or 
commercial gain. What can we do to end slavery in our current society?

https://www.transparency.org.nz/
https://motif.world/about-us
https://www.worldvision.org.nz/
https://www.walkfree.org/who-we-are/
https://www.transparency.org.nz/team/tod-cooper


Solidarity in the Struggle: Embodied Activism in the 
Pacific

Dr Emalani Case (Te Herenga Waka - Victoria University of Wellington)
Thursday 15 July, 3.10 - 5.00 PM (student seminar) 
| Hunter Building, HULT220

Looking at specific examples of 
activism in the Pacific, this session will 
reflect on what it means to be in 
solidarity, and how we might engage in 
struggle. 

In the second hour we will engage in 
discussion and creative group work 
related to the concepts and themes 
explored the first half of the session.

https://people.wgtn.ac.nz/emalani.case


Navigating Ethical Leadership Challenges in the 
21st Century

Gain knowledge and practice your skills to become an ethical leader 
navigating contemporary ethical dilemmas.

Modern technology brings us safer self-driving cars, but what ethical 
decisions are hidden in the software? In this seminar we will explore 
practical examples using the online 'Moral Machine' platform and 
discuss our choices in light of ethical theory. 

Another real-world example is the unprecedented ethical challenges 
posed by the Covid-19 pandemic. Public leaders have had to make 
tough choices to save lives - for example, whom should we prioritise in 
hospital care when resources are limited? What is the right thing to do 
when it comes to these wicked dilemmas and how do we know?



Brian Picot Chair in Ethical Leadership (2018). Ethical Leadership: Opportunities and Challenges for Aotearoa New Zealand. Victoria University Wellington.

“Ethical 
leadership 

is ensuring that 
the right thing is 

done 
in the right way 

for the right 
reason.”



Ethics is the study and evaluation of human conduct in the light 
of moral principles; a moral philosophy; a systematic 
reflection on morality (what is ‘good’).

Ethics (ethical theory) provides us with a set of moral principles 
by which we clarify right and wrong, and (hopefully) act on 
what we understand to be right.

But what is ‘ethics’?

Lawton, A., J. Rayner & K. Lasthuizen (2013). Ethics and Management in the Public Sector. Textbook. Routledge. Chapter 2.

Ø What is considered ‘right’ and ‘wrong’  also depends on 
the context:

• Ethics of individuals, groups and/or communities
• Organizational ethics
• Professional ethic
• Ethics of stakeholders/the public/broader environment



https://www.wgtn.ac.nz/som/professorial-chairs/brian-picot-chair-in-ethical-leadership/training-and-events/massive-open-online-course

https://youtu.be/VKT85uM-UH0

Step into the shoes of the Titanic captain: 
Who will you rescue first and why?



Sources: three classical theories of ethics

EFFORT CONDUCT IMPACT
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Lawton, A., J. Rayner & K. Lasthuizen (2013). Ethics and Management in the Public Sector. Textbook. Routledge. Chapter 2.



Ethical Theory: Consequentialism
Consequentialism focuses on the consequences of an action 
in terms of results, such that an action is morally good if there 
are more good consequences than bad.

ü Cost-benefit analysis
ü Utilitarianism: greatest good/happiness for the largest 

number of people

Key philosophers:
Jeremy Bentham (1748-1832) 
John Stuart Mill (1806-1873)



In deontology the morality of an action is based on adherence 
to a rule: an action is morally good if it honors a given 
obligation (principles, values), and the right action to pursue is 
independent of the consequences of that action. 

ü Deon=‘what is supposed to’
ü All persons have non-negotiable obligations and inalienable 

rights

Kant’s Categorical imperative: never to treat persons as only
means, but also as an end. 
Or: Act only in accordance with that maxim (rule of action) 
through which you can at the same time will 
that it become a universal law.

Key philosopher:
Immanuel Kant (1724-1804)

Ethical Theory: Deontology



Virtue-ethics revolves around the character/traits of people. 
The reason why a persons acts is now central. An action is 
morally good if it is what a virtuous person would do in the 
circumstances.

ü Virtues are not a requirement, but socially valued 
and morally desirable character traits; such as 
honesty, truthfulness, uprightness…

ü A virtue is a mean between two vices
ü Being virtuous means realizing your potential

to the best of your ability (eudemonia)

Key philosophers: 
Aristotle (384-322 BC)
Alisdair MacIntyre (1929)

Ethical Theory: Virtue-ethics



A Theory of Justice (1971)
ü John Rawls (1921-2002): 

postmodern liberal political philosopher

How to get a just and fair community? 
Starting point: The most reasonable principles of justice are those 
everyone would accept and agree to from a fair position. Thought 
experiments: Place yourself in original position in which everyone 
is impartially situated as equals behind a veil of ignorance. Which 
principles of social justice would be the result? Based on what 
characteristics or merits would we favour one group over 
another?
\

Ask yourself: Who is (in)directly affected by this decision, and if I 
was in their position, how would I feel about the decision in terms 
of its fairness? 



This ethical theory starts with the assumption that people 
are relational creatures, as opposed to individualistic, and 
puts that in the centre of the moral philosophy. 

It emphasises the importance of relationships 
for being a morally good person, 
which come with responsibilities 
inherent in those relationships, 
as opposed to the emphasis on rights
in traditional ethical theories.

Key philosophers: 
Caroll Gilligan (born: 1936)
Virginia Held (born: 1929)

Compare:
manaakitanga, kaitiakitanga

Ethical Theory: Ethics of Care



Consequentialism
Well-being: norms concerning the consequences of an act. An action is morally 
good if there are more good consequences than bad.
Utilitarianism: Greatest good/happiness for the largest number of people

Deontology
Duty/principles: norms concerning the nature of an act itself. An action is morally 
good if it honors a given obligation (principles, ethical values).
Kant’s Categorical imperative:“Treat others the way you want to be treated” 

Virtue-ethics
Character/intention: norms concerning the person who acts: the actor. Acting 
based on virtues, virtuous person. An action is morally good if it is what a virtuous 
person would do in the circumstances.
Eudemonia: Being virtuous means realizing your potential to the best of your ability

Ethics of care
This theory emphasises the importance of relationships for being a morally good 
person, which come with responsibilities inherent in those relationships.

John Rawls’ theory of justice: original position and veil of ignorance to check 
whether your decision is just and fair.

Ethical theories in sum



① Moral sensitivity or awareness: the recognition of the 
moral nature of a situation;

② Moral reasoning or judgment: the decision of what is 
morally right in a situation;

③ Moral motivation or intent: the decision to commit 
oneself to moral, rather than any other type of 
actions; 

④ Moral character or courage: the demonstration and 
persistence to follow through on the intention to 
behave morally, even if this is tough. 

Lawton, A., J. Rayner & K. Lasthuizen (2013). Ethics and Management in the Public Sector. Textbook. Routledge. Chapter 2.

Ethical Decision-Making – Stages

Ethical Dilemma
A situation of conflicting responsibilities in which you have to make a difficult 
choice between two sets of moral expectations or values that seem incompatible, 
and neither alternative is without significant costs. 
The right decision isn’t obvious…good-versus-good dilemmas.



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XCO8ET66xE4&feature=emb_imp_woyt
See also: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=puaphAtRjHg

Go to: https://www.moralmachine.net

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XCO8ET66xE4&feature=emb_imp_woyt
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=puaphAtRjHg


https://www.moralmachine.net

Overview
• Consequentialism: an action is morally good if there are more good consequences than bad.
• Deontology:  an action is morally good if it honors a given obligation (principles, ethical values).

• Virtue-ethics: An action is morally good if it is what a virtuous person would do in the 
circumstances. 

• Ethics of care: We are relational creatures, and our relationships with others - people, flora and 
fauna, planet - come with responsibilities such as care / manaakitanga; guardianship / 
kaitiakitanga.

• John Rawls’ theory of justice: original position and veil of ignorance to check whether your 
decision is just and fair. Ask yourself: Who is (in)directly affected by this decision, and if I was in 
their position, how would I feel about the decision in terms of its fairness?

Ø Review the scenarios in pairs
Ø Discuss what to do and why
Ø Look at the end result after 13 

scenarios
Ø Reflect: What type of argument / 

ethical theory was your decision 
(mostly) based on? 

Ø Share: what did you learn?





https://www.moralmachine.net





Sign up via EdX: 

https://www.edx.org/course/
ethical-leadership-in-a-
changing-world

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R4mcURtevm4

https://www.edx.org/course/ethical-leadership-in-a-changing-world
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R4mcURtevm4
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Connect with us

Thank you!

The Brian Picot Chair in Ethical Leadership
at Victoria Business School works towards 
facilitating a transparent and ethically sound 
business sector.

http://www.victoria.ac.nz/ethical-leadership
mailto:commerce@vuw.ac.nz

